
 I Saw the Sign
... Over There!

Beginner: Point out logos and signs and tell your child what they mean. 
[Tip]: For signs with words, read the letters out loud (example: S-T-O-P).
 
Intermediate: Point out logos and signs and ask questions about them. 
[Tip]: What sound does the logo or sign start with? What other words start with that sound? 
 
Experienced: Ask questions about the signs in your community. 
[Tip]: What does the sign mean and what does it say? Have they seen other signs like it (if so,
where)?

Why is this important? This activity will support abilities to recognize signs, which helps
children get to know their community and to recognize words and letters in real life.

Looking for more information? Scroll down for a list of Sight Words and English Letter
Sounds.
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English Sight Words are commonly used in beginner books, because repetition is helpful
when learning to read. Learning to recognize these sight words automatically can help develop
better fluency (flow) when reading.
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In the English language each letter of the alphabet makes specific sounds. Knowing the sounds associated
with each letter helps to break down words, which is an important skill when learning to read and spell.

 
 

Some letters like B, D, J and K have the sound that
they make at the beginning of their name.

 
Letters like F, S, L, and M have the sound that they

make at the end of their name.
 

Letters like G, H, W and Y are unique, as the sound
that they make is not heard in their name.

 
 
 

Some letters can sound soft or hard. For example, the
letter C can sound soft like an S in the word "city" or

hard like a K  in the word "cat."
 

Point out letters in books, on street signs, and labels to
practice the letter sounds you see.

 
Creating more opportunities for practice helps early

readers connect letters to the sounds that they make. 
 

English Sight Words are
commonly used in beginner
books, because repetition is

helpful when learning to read.
Learning to recognize these

sight words automatically can
help develop better fluency

(flow) when reading.
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